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OUR MEN
AT THE
NIT

By NOOLEY HEINHEARDT
NEW YORK - To people in
this part of the country, basketball at. New Mexico means one
thing - Mel Daniels. New Mexico's opening opponent at th~J NIT,
Syracuse U., has fout• men averaging over 15 points a game, but
Mel evens up the odds making the
Lobos a slightly better than even
choice to win the Saturday afternoon game.
Fourteen Teams
Foqrtecn college campuses l1ave
all eyes focused on this oldest
post season basketball tournament, but here it is just anothe1·
sports event. The NIT is wedged
between National Basketball Association games, hockey matches,
and Muhammed Ali's fights for
the world heavyweight boxing
crown.
Most of the 14 teams are
sq\leezed into a three-block radius
surrounding the Garden. Both
Syracuse and New Mexico will be
housed in the same hotel with at
least five other teams when they
anive this afternoon. The Lobos
at•e scheduled to arrive at 4:30
and the Saltine Warriors two
hours later.
Lobos Practice Tonight
Coach Bob King's Lobos will
work out briefly tonight at an
undisclosed site as will Syracuse.
This Saturday's contest will pit
the tough UNI\1 defensive team
against a high scoring Syracuse
attack. The Orangemen will start
a 'relatively snort team composed
of four juniors and one senior.
The average height of tl1eir start.
ing five will be less than six-footthree compared to New 1\fexico's
six-four and one-half.
Three Starters Return
King will take virtually the
same first team to the '67 tourney
that played in the 1965 event.
Daniels, Ben ·Monroe, and Bill
Morgan nil started when the Lo·
bos dropped their quarter final
game to eventual tournament win·
ner St. John's. Don Hoover did
not start but was one of the top
players.

Ron Nelson will be the fifth
starter this yea1· with Howie
Grimes, Ron Sanford Steve
Shropshire the top replac~ments.
Meetings in Lobby
In the hotel lobbies opposing
players can be seen in scattered
groups exchanging notes on possible tou~·ney opponents, In the
b a c k p: l' o ~1 n d are cheerleaders,
team mascots, girlf1'iends, ate.
Recognizing - or even visualizing - some mascots is quite a
task. In last night's action the
first game saw the Thundering
Herd of Marshall University meet
the Wildcats of Villanova. In the
nightcap it wall the Salukis opposing the Peacocks.
Salukis and Peacocks Play
The Salukis at·e ft·om highly
regarded small college Southem
Illinois, and the Peacocks lll'e
from nearby St. Peter's. For those
few students who don't know what
a Saluld is, it is an Egyptian
hunting dog,
In what -seems to be a completely sepa1•ate world in the same
hotel lobby photographers and
fans wait for Muhammed Ali to
cotne in. More often than not, he
is surrounded by neatly-dressed
men, while he appears in a sports
shirt and jeans.
Famous People Nearby
Later Ali's opponent, Z01·a Folley, might appear for dinner from
his hotel two blocks away. He sits
quietly with his own contingent
and seems to enjoy the occasional
1·ecognition he receives,
East of the hotel Thursday afternoon - down toward Fifth Avenue- Califot•nia governor Ronald
Reagan was in one of the major
television network studios. News.
men and passersby wait outside

New Mexico Poets
To Read at Benefit

to catch a glimpse of the controvet·sial governor,
Contpeting Attractions
In yet another part of town a
special Congressional election is
coming up, grabbing front-page
space in nea~·ly all newspltpers.
But even with all of these
things going- on, New York seems
to be anxiously awaiting the op!:!ning of the 1967 baseball seltSOn.
Ft\ns are looking forward to the
opening day at Shea Stadium.
Cab drivers ignore questions
about the NI'r, but they are quick
to point out the home of the Mets
or talk about Mickey Mantle's
ehances of making it at first base.
In last night's action Marshall
University defeated Villanova in
overtime 70-68 in the opening
game of a doubleheader. ln the
second game a strong Southern
Illinois quintet blasted St. Pete!''S
College of Jersey City, N.J., 111;3.
58.

with music by the Wcstevn Americau Hcultot·s will be sponsored
by the English Depa1'tJucut Satunlny, March 11 at 8 p.m. in the
Uuioll ballroom.
Five New Me:xico poets will
t•cnd from their wol'l<s: Richard
Duet'den, 1\Ia:x Finstein, Larl'Y
Goodell, Gino Clays and Keith
Wilson, Proceeds will go to the
Artists Workshop in Detroit for
publication of magazines.
A clonation of $1.50 for singles
and $2.50 for couples will be
asked at the door. Thel'e will be
no advance ticket sales, Tickets
will be sold at the north entrance
to the balh·oom beginning at 7

p.m.

Friday Dance
There will be a dance held this
Friday, Ma1·ch 10, in the Union
Ballroom. Music by the Sunday
Funnies, from 8-11 p.m. Admis~
sion 25 cents.

listen to KUNM

'PEANUTS®
CARTOON BOOK!

Free Wedding Planner book with

Complete Order.

ONLY

Come in ond Compare
255-4989

'

~

EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 bloek weot of
S~M. SJ)l.S0 to $SS.M all utilities Plld.
o...e w1ID 1,mt>rovemenj,j, Furnished, oft'$treet parku!g. Call Sam CooPer, 265·
8671, eve~~. 842·828G. Calrd-Nonio Realty,
2/6, 9, 10.
LARgE &P~>rtp.ent, 2 bedroom, new lutn•
lshd•hJtds, eflleumey kitchen. AU tlt!llties In•
c1u e • Call .sam Co9per, 265·8571, eves,
842-8286. Cllu!d•Nonui R~altl/. 2/6, 9, 10 ,

~
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. • CLEAN, oil and adjust portable typewrit.
ers $9.00, . ;Electric . $12.50, Standard
$!1.60. Special. for UNM SWdenta. Free
PICk ,UP & delivery, E & .E Typewriter
ServJec, 2217 Coal SE. Phone 24:f·0588,
FJ,.IGHT ,lnstrucUon. $12.50 per hr. Duai
'
111atrllctJoll In a Cherokee 160. Phone
842•8535.
.
3/9, 10, 13, 15.

i

LOST
. LOST: A gold rinil with two topaz sl.ones
and two 1!Mllll diamonds. Lost al'Ound
the' SUB. 1Jall 268.6462. ReWal'd oft'ered.

3/8, 9, 10.
tOS'l': SI!UIIBh blosaom Necklace On SatUrday, March 4. University A~ena area
Reward otl'ercd, Phone 344•1846.
•
3/9, 10, 18, 15.
LOST l One Attaelu! Case & ~ontents
Name on eMe Mike lilmeY. $10 Reward
for retutJI of clll!e and colltellts, no ques•
tlons 118koid. 1111 268·3077.
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Faculty Policy Committee
Approves Bill on Judiciary

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA
• Research

• Missile launching

• Development

• Space Exploration

'

/i

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ON MARCH 15 FOR
because you care
about your clothing!

• ENGINEERS

e PHYSICISTS

DRY CLEANING ffu.t
Sortitone Professional

• MATHEMATICIANS

• SCIENTISTS

Cont~ct Your Placement Office

way

Immediately

For Interviews

e

PIZZA

Generous Rotir.,ment
!;quc;~l

TAKES GREAT PLEASURE IN INVITING
YOU TO ATTEND THE LADIEs• ANNUAL

~.• ~~SPLASH

'N BEACH"
SPECTACULAR FASHION SHOWS
SATURDAY AFTERNOON MARCH II AT 2 AND 3 O'CLOCK

During. Our Fashion Shows, tnjoy: the REFRESHING TASTE OF "FRESCA".
Compliments of the COCA-COLA BOTILING COMPANY OF AlBUQUERQUE.

Liberal Vacatlo"s

Opportunity Employer-Male or Female

call243-5611 todayl

Featuring The Bold and Daring Cole of
California cmd Elizabeth Stewart Swim Wear
_from Strombergs Department of
ladies' Active and Spectator Sportswear.
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U.S. Government Career Employment

F'O.R SALE
l"O.R SALE: :ss J>!.GD blue tl<>adster. Wire
-wph.ecls, rndm. L1kc new. Going overseas.

I<

'

Focus On

GIRL ""perience<l in hou.ework t<> do
<:bores 3 hours a day, MondaY through
Frlda.y. Hours tan be set t<> meet
sehe<lule. Location U. nea~ Sil!fna Chi
House. Call 243·3493.
3/8, 9, 10.

FORREN'I'

-. ._I .

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

All PHASES Of AEROSPACE ACTIVITY

ltELP WANTJ.'ll)

$1790. Phone 242·8174.
3/9, 10, 13, 15.

Rutgers upset independent West~rn powerhouse Utah State 7876 in a game that saw the game
tied 13 times and the lead change
13 times.
Lobo's Third NIT
This is New Mexico's third
NIT appearance in four years
and Satut·day's win broke a twogame losing streak. The Lobos
lost in the finals of the 1.964
event and then dropped their first
quartel' final game in 1965.
New Mexico wok the early
lead in the Syracuse contest on

Our Sixfy..Ninth Year ol Editorial Freer/om

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISJ:t.lG RATES•
4 lin<> ad., 65¢--4 times, .2.00. Insertions
mus~ be. submitted by noon on <lay berorc
J!.ublicat.o,n .to Room 1&9, Student Publiea.
bolls Dutldtng, or telephone 277·4Go2 or
271·4102.

nc~

~-~at your
college
be~okst11re

,

WANT ADS

·l.,

by Charles M. Schulz

All paper goods for the 8rido to be.

90.1 Mcs.

MR. G's
IS THE WORD

Tl:IHEE OF THE LOBOS (from left) Bill Morgan Ron Sanford,
and Mel Daniels eye their 'l'W .\ jet getting ready to leave Friday
for the NIT in New York. The team was acoempanied by several
eheerleaders, Cha11arrals and well-wishers from Albuquerque.
The Lobos defeated Syracluse 66·64 in the first game Saturday
afternoon and will take on Hutgers Tuesday. A large crowd of
fans was at the airport to see the Lobos off to their third NIT
in four years, (LOBO Photo by Pawley).

TH£ NEW

Patrick's and Easter cards in this area.
Also

3501 lomas Blvd. Ne

NEW YORK- New Mexico will meet Rutgers in the
quarterfinals of the National
Invitational
Tournament
here Tuesday night after
both teams scrambled to two
point opening round victories on Saturday.
The Lobos beat Syracuse
66-64 surviving at least four
different presses at the
hands of the Orangemen.

THE
UNSINKABLE
CHARLIE
BROWN

selections of St.

large~!

use, 66-64

By NOOLEY REINHAUDT

HE REALLY
FLIPS OVER ME

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
offers the

Wolfv.·?~~k Beats

Listen to KUNM

A blmelit pol'try l'Cnding followed by a dance Hlld light show

REINHEARDT

37Z-1'l{
()"' 3 Q. w'

The Faculty Policy Committee
Thu1'sday approved the draft of
Student Senate Bill 21 which
amends the Associated Students
ConsUtution to make provisions
for a Judiciary Branch.
Dr. Carl Selinger, a member of
the Policy Committce1 said that
the Committee approved a revised version of the judicial section changing some .provisions
which had been t·ejected by the
faculty.
Jurisdiction Disputed
The faculty had t•ejected the
judicary Section o:f the new Con~
stitution approved by students
last spring because the Student
Court was given jurisdiction
over the Student Standards Committee.
Student Senate must pass the
bill as an amendment to the Con·
stitution and the students must
approve it in the spting election.
The faculty must also give apPl'oval to the new version at a
gcne1·nl faculty meeting.
Standards liandles Infractions
The Student Standards Committee handles disciplinary cnses
involving infractions of dorm or
University regulations and has
the power to uuspend students
from school.
Bill Pickens, student court
chief justice, said that the sec·
tion was changed to allow Stan·
dm·ds to l'cmain superior to Student Court and handle cases in·
volving discipline of students.
Student Court1 under the new
version, will have the power to
inforce as well as interpret the
Student Constitution.

JUGGLER
JUGGLER Editor Bob Burton announced yesterday that a
special edition of the UNM
humor n:tngazine will go on sale
Wednesday at University Drug,
the campus bookstore, and distributi(>n tables on campus.
The March edition is a ~pec
inl ubl'idged publication which
Burton calls "the nice try,
LOBO/' or ''the emergencyundct•-fl.re" issue. The n:tagn·
zine's cover and several inside
articles nre devoted to the
JUGGLER's t•¢action to recent
LOBO critlc:ism calling for suspension of the publication.

"The new version <>f the Judicial Section would also correct an
inequit~ that exists in the ap-

Sukorno Stripped
Of Ruling Power
By United Press International
JAKARTA -"Forever" came
to an end yesterday for Indonesia's President Sukarno. The
man who once claimed he would
be "president forever" was stripped of all power-and his titleafter 21 yeats of dictatorial 1'Ule.
As Sukarno returned to private
life, army strongman General
Suharto wns sworn in as acting
President to hold office until 1968
elections. Suharto pledged to enforce the Indonesian Constitution
as the law of the land and promised to give the government back
to the people.

peal process to the Student Standal·ds committee," Pickens said.
Undet• the ·present system, no
action can be taken after a tic
vote by the Standards Committee
on cases coming directly before
Standards without going through
lower dorm standards boards. A
tie vote in an appeal case from a
lower board results in upholding
the lower board's decision.
"The new version makes a tie
vote by the Standards Committee
1'esult in no action regardless of
whether or not it is a direct case
01' appeal," Pickens said.

some of the second half action
with four fouls. Ron Sanford, a
B1·ooldyn product, took ove1' for
Daniels.
Coach King lauded his entire
team for defensive efforts, but
seemed particulal'ly pleased with
Nelson and Bill Mo~·gan. Morgan
went one on one with Vaughn
Harper-but topped Syracuse's
all-around ]>layer. Bill allowed
him but four points, two in each
half, and kept him away from the
boards.
King Lauds Sanford
King felt that the reserve pla'll'$
llf Sanfot·d was most important
in the Lobo victory. Big Ron had
six points with two of them coming on. free throws at a cl'itical
moment in the game,
New Mexico had led by eight
at the half, 31-23, and increased ·
it to 11 once in the second stanza,
but faltered late in the game,
NEW YORK - When New With 1:46 to go in the game,
Mexico squares o:ff against Rut- Syracuse fought back from the
gers, in a quarter final game in 60-52 deficit to 62-5S.
the National Invitational TournDaniels had fouled out a couple
ament, it will be the Lobos of minutes earlier, and the Wolf·
against Bob Lloyd and most of pack just could not get things
the fans in New York's Madison going. Then the Orange center,
Square Garden.
Rick Dean, tied-up Sanford after
Lloyd and the other Rutger's Sanford had grabbed a defensive
guard, Jim Valva no, comprise the rebound he bad w reach comattack for the Scarlet Knights. pletely around to gain the tie
The two combine for 33 of 38
first half ·points when Rutgers ball.
Sanford spun away from what
upset Utah State in an opening appeared to be a bearhug, and
round game,
and Dean invited Ron to eome
Four Free Throws Missed
ahead if he were upset. No blows
Lloyd finished the night with a were thrown, but a technical was
smooth 42 points-and he missed called on Dean-either for pushfour free throws which is nearly ing Sanford or swearing.
as many as he has missed all
Lobos Stall
year. He set a national record by
Nelson
sank
the technical shot,
hitting 60 straight charity tosses
giving
New
Mexico
a five-point
and once hit 19 straight in the
advantage
with
about
a minute
Garden.
Valvano added 19 of a 78 point and a half to go. Taking the ball
total. Only three other players in, the Lobos ran nearly a minute
scored. One had 10, and the other off the clock before Sanford was
two had three and four l'espect- . fouled.
. Sanford made both cha-rity at-ively,
tempts giving New Mexico a
Ron Nelson T<> Start
New Mexico is expected to seven-point lead at 65-58. King
start Ron Nelson, who had a tre- called the two points by Sanford
mendous game both defensively the real turning point in the
and offensively against Syracuse game~
The Saltine warriors came''··
on Lloyd. It is likely that Don
back
for three .baskets, but a
Hoover and Ben :Monroe will also
free
throw
by Don Hoover at
switch to cover the shifty 6' 1"
0:17
gave
UNM
the lead at 66guard. Hoover will probably start
62.
After
Syracuse
scored again,
against volvano, the three other
New
Mexico
ran
out
the clock in
Rutgers starters can no doubt
the
back
oourt
to
preserve
the
contribute an occasional basket
victory.
but holding Lloyd back is the key
Morgan Shines
to beating the Knights.
Hoover
had only one point in
He has hit for as many as 51
the
game,
but had things well
points in one game and has 1958
(Continued On Page 5)
(Continued On Page 8)

a jumper by Ron Nelson and
dominated the tempo of the game
the r~st of the way. Nelson had a
superb night on defense and hit
for 15 points.
All-American Mel Daniels took
control of the boards in the first
half and kept UNM in charge all
afternoon.
Daniels Scllres 20
He hit fo1· 20 points and .pulled
down 14 rebounds in his second
NIT appeal·ance. The 6'9" Daniels fouled out with four minutes
left in the game, after missing

* **

NM-Rutgers Ploy
In Next NIT Gome

J(1',

--()~

DeGaulle's Party Leads
PARIS- While President De
Gaulle's Fifth Republic Alliance
surged ahead in runoff elections,
it's still considered a tossup
whether Gaullists will control the
National Assembly for another
five yeat!l.
---o-Itanoi Charges War Acts
SAIGON~Radio Hanoi charged yesterday that American
planes bombed a section of the
North Vietnamese capital of
Hanoi. The broadcast said the
alleged attack oMurred in the
area bordel'ing the Red River, inside the capitnl city, and it ac·
cused the United States of new
acts of war.
-oGermall Democrats Win
BERLIN-West Berlinet·s Repudiated both the extrc1ne 1·ight
and the Communists in city coun·
cil eleCtions yesterday. The Social
Democrats were easily returned
to power.

---a--

Railroad Strike Restrained
SAN FRANCISCO-A spokes·
man :fot• the Southern Pacific
Railt•oad in San Ft·andsco says a
judge has issued a temporary
1·estrnining ordet• to halt a wildcat strike by switchmen.

liUNDREDS OF' STUDENTS t'rom high schools all over the state flooded the UNM campus Saturday
for the annual ltigl! School Senior Day sponsored by the AsS<!ciated Women Students of the University. 1'he students registered in the Union at 8:30 a.m .. and then heard welcoming speeches from !lean
Harold Lavender, IJeau llelen Whiteside, Deantioward M:athany, and llliss Suzanne Aldrich, new student -coordinator. The rest of the day was filled wiith group discussions and tours of tlte res1,Ience
hal:s. (LOBO l'hoto by Pawley)
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LYNN COLLINS, past president of Phi Mu

·

·

P.ha~s fro~ ~h!-l All Faiths Home at a Christ~~ro~ty, ls shown here with members of Phi Mu with or-

smular actwJties reflecting their interest in thesp•oabrtly lastfyehar. Many ?f the Greek groups carry on
• ems o t e commumty,

Greeks Schedule
Day of Projects
Saturday, March 18th will be
work day
... for the Greeks • Th'IS
year, as m past years, the Greeks
~t U.NM will actively participate
m a day long civic project, An
area south of Albuquerque in
great need of assistance is' the
target of this year's pr~ject In
fact, it is doubtful that the e~til·e
Greek system will be able to
'~ean-up" this area in a single
day!
• The project will involve cleanmg up of trash and debris :£rom
streets, yards, vacant lots and
o~her area~ in this section of the
City. The City of Albuquerque will
be eo-operating by providing all
the necessary equipment to pickUp and carry away everything.
The ~hole operation will engage
a ~aJor portion of the City SanitatiOn ,Department's personnel
and equ1pment.
There are seveml reasons that
the G;J,'eek Week Committee sele~ted such an immense proje t
First, the project encompass~~
such a large al"ea that no one will
be left with "nothing to do/' Sec0!'11Y. the project will bring conSiderable benencial publicity to
b6th the Greek system and the
University of Jlfew Mexico.
In Ol'der for this project to be
a success it will require a tremendous amount of effort on the
part of every Greek. The special
award for the .highest percentage
?f attendance at the civic projed
IS second only to the overall Gl•eek
W eok participation trophy, It will
be a true example of "Progress
Through Unity."

Schedule
,Monday, March 13-Stunt
N1ght, Ballroom, 8:00p.m.
Tuesday, March 14-Exchange Dinner, Greek Houses
5:30 !l.ln.
'
Wednesday, March 15-ldea
Exeh~ge, SUB theater, '1:00
p.m. Wednesday Night Dan~e
Ballroom, . 8:00 p.m.; Hou~~
Mother's Tea, Pi Beta Phi
House, 2:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 16~S!ave
Sale, Sig~a Chi House, 2:oo
p.m.; Bridge Tournament
L~BO Room, 7:00p.m.
'
Fr1day,
March
17-Greek
Games, Zimmerman Field, 3:30

p.m.

Saturday,. March 18-Civic
Project, 9:00 a.m.; Chad &
Jeremy Concert, Concert Hall,
8:30p.m.
Sunday, March 19-Awards
Banquet, Ballroom, 6:00p.m.

.. './,(',

Dean Reagan I-I ails Greeks

Dear UNM Students:
Sometimes in the hurry-hurry
of modern university life we get
a w.i~tful feeling that all the
tradttJonal landmarks of "going
~ college" have been submerged
m the muddy cross-currents of a
c?mplex and mechanized educatiOnal institution. It is true of
course, that things have chan~ed.
The raccoon coat and flapper bonnet are no longer around, and the
slC;ek, streamlined computer maehme has arl'ived.
But heritage has not been displaced. Fraternities and sororities
O?t our campus serve to emphaSIZe the fact that tradition and

hig~e1· education are still compatible. The Greek system has a
more than traditional place in
U'f!iversity life. Indeed, in the
mm?,s 0.f many, "going to college"
~nd gomg Greek" are inseparable
Ideas. The sorority and fraternity
of tod!ly couples its social heritage Wlth such principles as intellectual achievement loyalty to
the institution, eom~endable conduct, constructive training, man•
age~ent responsibility, and democt·atlc processes. The result is that
the modern member of a Greekletter organization can enjoy
bot~ the mellow blessings of inheritance and the sharp thrill of

b;ing where the action is. This
kmd of person-he who has this
sort of dual vision-is likely to
b~ a"'! ultimate ahaper of the action 1tself.
The Panhellenic Council and
the Interfraternity Council are
helping to direct our university
tow~rd bigg~r and bette!' things.
Th,elr P!ltentJal for benefitting the
umverSity committee is awesome.
~here seems no more appropriate
time to recognize this fact-and
to salute the Greeks-than during
Greek Week.
Sincerely yours,
Fred C. Reagan
Associate Dean of Men

G re e k po p u,.a. tion Grow; ng
NeW H0 Uses KeepIn• g pO Ce

fixed boxes and ditty bags for
the ~oldiers in VietNam this past
Chr~stmas.
Other community
Pl'oJects in which there has been
g1·eat pa1•ticipation are: the Easte~· Seal Drive, the March of
D!mes, the Mothers March of
D;mes and the Hea1·t Fund. Much
help has also been provided for
the KQEO Easter Egg Hunt for
the children of the city.
National and Local
The fraternities and SOl'oritles
?n campus all have special proJects both nationally and locally.
A ~ew o~ the more outstanding
proJ.ects mclude the Chi Omega
~ht'J~tmas Caravan, where money
Is :msed and donated to the All
Faith Home here in Albuquerque.
?'he ,Del.ta Gamma national proJect IS SI.ght conservation and aid
to the blmd. This project includes
such things as reading for blind
students, making a map of the
campus with stand up buildings
fo_r the bl?nd, a libl'3ry of tapes
With readmgs of texts of books
~or t.he blind to listen to, and dehve:mg toys for blind children at
Chr1stmas.
S. S. Hope
The Phi Mu national project is
the S. S. Hope, which the Phi
Mus help finance by having a
coll?petition between pledges and
actlVes ns to which can raise the

most money. The money is then
aent to the ship. Kappa Alpha

Theta's project is the Institute
of Logopedics for speech defects
';l'he Thetas also have local pro~
Jects such as contributions to the
All Faiths Home and to the New
Me;dco Association for Crippled
Ch!ldren and Adults. Phi Beta
P~i's main philanthropic activity
th1s Year was the donation of an
am?ulatory bus to the Casa Angehca Home fo1• Mentally Retarded Children. The Home is
the. only one in the United States
wh1ch has the facilities to care
for a:r_nbulatory, mentally retarded children.
:he

roug
***

Stunt night, exchange dinners,
a community program are several
of the many events planned this
week by the University of New
Mexico "Greeks."
Members of the 22 recognized
national sororities and fraternities opened their houses Saturday, March 11, to visiting high
school students attending the annual Senior Day at UNM.
An invitational reception Sunday from 3 p.m. to 4: 30 was held
by the Greek Week committee
headed by Bill Ross, and Nancy
Owens. Held in the Esther
Thompson Lounge, the event recognized leaders of various high
schools.

"Hollywood Productions" is the
theme for the stunt night sc::heduled tonight from 8 to 11 p.m.
in the Union Ballroom.
Exchange dinners Tuesday
night will find members dining
with other groups.
Wednesday night's dance is
designated to honor the Greeks as
guests, That afternoon housemothers will have their annual
tea at the Pi Beta Phi house.
An idea exchange, an · innovation this year, will be held at 6:30
p.m. Wednesday in the Student
Union The&tre. A movie, "Greek
Life," will precede the discussion.
The traditional slave sale at 2
p.m. Thursday at the Sigma Chi

House will find students and fac·
ulty going to the highest bidder
to work out a payment. Tuesday
at 7 p.m. there will be a bridge
tournament in the Lobo Room of
the Student Union.
Friday's schedule
includes
Greek Games in Zimmerman Stadium.
A city work project in the San
Jose area is scheduled ali-day Saturday with John Aragon of the
Sanitation Dept. worl<.ing with
hundreds of students.
Chad !'lld Jeremy, English entertainers, will appear in concert
in the l!'ine Arts Center Concert
Hall Saturday at 8:30p.m.
A banquet at 6:30p.m. Sunday,

*

*

*

**

*

March 19, will bring the week to
a close with awards being presented for participation and outstanding service.

Keynote speaker will be Stanley D. Brown of Los Angeles,
p}·esident of the General Council
of J>hi Delta Theta fraternity.

10,'-h Greek Week

Unity Is Theme of Greeks for Year
The theme of the 1967 lOth Annual Greek Week, "Progre JS
Through Unity," is more than a
saying to guide the activities oi a
week, It is the motto of the Greek
System throughout each year.
The Greeks at UNM have always
taken pride in working together.
They know that progress is possible only through unity.
Throughout Greek VVeek there
will be much friendly competition
between the various Greek-letter
organizations but the underlying
theme of Unity will be ever present. From the witty skits of
stunt night, to the tense bidding
of the slave sale, to the thrills
and yells of the Greek games, i.t
will be an action packed week.
All Greeks are cordially invited
one and all to take advantage of.
these events.

r
'

'
'

l!

SHOWN POLISHING a few of the trophies to be presented at the
annual Greek Week Awards Banquet are Bill Ross, Phi Delta
Theta, and Nancy Owens 1 Pi Beta Phi. They are the chairmen of
this year's Greek Week. The Awards Banquet will be held in the
Union Ballroom next Sunday night at 6:30.

f!~::i~=a~:= ~roject;
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~

~
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CHAD AND JEREMY will be in concert this Saturday night,
March 18 at 8:30 in the UNM Concert Hall. They are in the
United States on tour from England, and will appear for the first
concert included. in Greek Week Activities. Tickets to see these
two well·known English singers may be purchased at the Union
Ticket Booth or the UNM Concert Ha11. Tickets are $2.00 eath
and the public is invited.

·-. ·----·---------------------
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tlons by many actives and
pledges for needy people who
could not afford to pay for the

19 Organizations

b!T~i:h:;l;v~s ::t~:eb~ief

The Gl'eeks of UNM have been . year St 'k'
. . .
• .
.
.
.
account
gthrowing ju~t as the ca~pus and out, .the ~~pnpg~s b~t~ JAnsiCdhe. aon,d ing g~·ound for their new hour.e of the many worthwhile projects
e commumty are growmg. With are ri htl
n
• 1 s early m Aprll.
the Greek-letter organizations on
~lore and m?re s~udents pouring "home:.'' ~:;oud of thetr . ~ew
With growth such as demons- th~ UNM campus participated in
mto the un~versity, the Greeks Chi Omega and oi!h; Mororihtles, trat~;d by these organizations, the thJs past. Yi.!al'. T.here are many
h ave fo?nd It. necessary to keep plans for new h
J. • uths,
ave contmued success of the GrtleK more prOJects Which will be carpace. With th,Is growth by ex- future with thousCehs' mO eb near system on the UNM campus is ried ~ut thi~ year and maliy more
::
j
:
mty ca11 be aide·d •.
The growth of the Greeks at•
IIIli!
!JNM this past year further testIfys to ~he fact that the Greek
system IS a dynamic, growing
pat•t of the univet·sity.
The newest addition to the
Greek system is Alpha Kappa
Lambda, a national fraternity
founded at the University of
Cal.ifornia in 1914. Bob White
actmg:president, said that plan~
are bemg made for chartering in
t?e fall of liext year and by that
time they hope to have a lodge,
In October 1966, Phi Gamma
Delta Fraternity received its
charter from their General Head·
9.uarters in Washington, D.C. FiJls, as they are better known
hav~ made tremendous stride~
dunng the past year and have
taken a place among the leading
fraternities on the UNM campus.
Under the leadership of immedia~~ past-~r~sident Rick Hobson,
FIJJS partiCipated actively it1 all
Greek events and purchased a
House at the corner of University
A~T~lOUGH IT IS NOT REALLY a part of Greek Week. D b
and Las Lomas.
Chi, J.s,another example of Greeks workin . and Ia • . ' er Y Day, an. annual event put on by Sigma
Kappa Kappa Gamma and AI·
~lororitJes comp~te against each other for t~ophic: ~~~::'~r~~g=t~~· t1he obJellt .or Derby Duy is t.o let tlte
pha Chi Omega Sororities both
let• coaches assigned to thcrn, Shown here are members ots~vcr"l e sa~t~· tlmel t~cy musi work with
moved into new houses this past
ke s.
" sorori ICs 1• aymg musical ice buc•
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Greeks Plan a Variety of Activities This Week

U. Greeks List
CiVic Projects
The Greeks on the UNM campus have contributed much to the
community, in many different
respects. They have aided in such
projects as the cleaning of the
medians on Central Avenue the
planting of trees and bush~s at
~ernalillo County Indian HosPital and helping maintain the
grounds of the hospital.
Ma.nr of the fraternities and
soronties have Christmas and
Halloween ··parties for orphans
of the various orphan homes in
th~ city, Also, in connection with
this, they often buy ticl>ets for
the Shrine Circus and then donate them to the orphan homes.
A few of the organizations have
even ::dopted orphans in other
countries,
Many Projects
All. . of the fraternities and
so:ro_ritJes helped with both the
National Education Association
an~ :r-;ational Student Association
Drive s for food and clothing.
Some have helped with the annual Red Cross Drive and many

***

•
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Fraternities, Sororities··
List Semester Officers

PMd~~~n~~~~ ~~i~,i~~~~e~~~~~s~~r~~~k~-~~a~s~s~u~re~d~.~~~~~~~;~~~n~~~W~I~d~e=a~sit~n~w;h~k=h~t:h:e~e:o:m:m:u:-

PART OF Til:& GREER system's. pur~ose is cu~pus a_nd community inyoiventent. Mrs •• Gl?nn W. Oy·
Jcr, ehairttutit of the Youth Beautdi_cnboit C()mmtttec, 1s shown h~re With (from left). B1ll ~arsons,
president of Inter-fraternity Counc1l, Tl>m Rutledge, ~n~ Don lm1g, members of Lambda Cht Alpha
ftatcrnity, preparing to clean downtown areas and dividers on Central Ave.

Recently many of the fraternities and sororities held election
of officers to lead their groups
and represent them in campus activities.
The new :fraternity presidents
are: Drexel Douglas, Phi Delta
Theta; Damon Weems, Phi Gamma Delta; Jim Alarid, Pi Kappa
Alpha; Cyril Wells, Phi Sigma
Kappa; Dick Storey Sigma Alpha
Epsilon; John Reznik, Sigma Phi
Epsilon; Fred Roach, Lambda
Chi Alpha; AI Green, Xappa Alpha; Bob White, Alpha Kappa
Lambda, and Bill Stone, Sigma
Chi.
Newly elected sorority presidents are: Sheila Scott, Alpha Chi
Omega1 Pat Holder, Delta Gamma; Virginia Spatz, Phi Mu;
Charlene Carpenter, Kappa Al·
pha Theta; R1>bcrta Harris, Al·
ph a Delta Pi; Bonnie Johnstone,
Chi Omega; Martha McQuaid,
Delta Delta Delta; Deborah Culver, Pi Beta Phi; and Margaret
Mol'row, Kappa Kappa Gamma.
For most of these nfticers,
terms will last one year and
others will elect new officers next
fall.

200 Guests

Sunday Reception
Begins Activities
A reception in the Esther
Thompson Lounge of the Union
Building Sunday set off a week's
activities for UNM fraternities
and sororities.
Among the 20(} guests ":er~.,
President and Mrs. Tom PopeJOY,
Dean Harold Lavender, Dr. and
Mrs. Ferrel Heady, Dean and
Mrs. Howard Mathany, Dean
F1·ed Reagan, and Mrs. Jess Xoeberle. Also attending the reception were members of student government, presidents and vice
pi•esidents of the various Greek
houses, dorm leaders, apd student
leaders from Albuquerque high
sehools.
There was a display on the
Greek system which included pictures and an outline of Greek life
on campus.
Deane Becker and Paulette Key
were the co·hostesse~:~.

'

~
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Students Acquire
Awaited Social Privileges
Women

Publlabed Honw, Wedn-tu. Thurodll;)' and Friday of the regular U11iversity :rear by the
Student Poblieationa Board of the .Aaooeiated Students of the University or New l\!."ltico.
Second dau Poot.lre Paid at AlhuqueTQue, New M"ltico. Printod by the University Pri11t·
iDII' Plant. Subscription nte: $4.60 for the school :vear, payable in advance, AU editorials
and silmed colummo exJ>.- the viewa of the writer and not n~essarijy those pf the Stu·
dellt Puhlleatioaa Ba.l'1l or of the Univenity.

Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- Lynne Frindell
Managing Editor ------·--------------------------- Chuck Npland
Business Supervi11or ---------------------------- RichaJ"d P. French
Adverti11ing Manager ------------------------------- Richat'd Pfaff
Sports Editor ----------------------------~---- Nooley Reinheardt
Morning Editor -------------------------------------- Yola Gradi
Associate Editors------------------------ Bob Storey, Jeff Dennard
Staff Cartoonists ---------------------------------- Frank Jacome
Staff Photographer ---------------------------------- Bob Pawley
Staff: Wayne Ciddio, Tom Garcia, Melissa Howard, Anne Lehnhausen,
Brian Leo, Linda Mitchell, Jim Patterson, Pam Price, Chuck
Reynolds, Judy Rogers, David Lucero, Diane Berrier

A Russian in Alaska
THIS MONTH BEING the lOOth anniversary of the purchase of Alaska from Russia, there is a wry touch to a Russian trawler captain's just having been fined $5,000 for
fishing in Alaska's territorial waters. The fine was doubtless a reminder that, while Alaska cherishes its handful of
old Russian antiquities, modern Alaska is less warmhearted
towards those poaching on its immensely rich fishing
grounds.

Yet the affair has gone so far gone off in a hearteningly
relaxed manner. The Russian captain did not contend the
charges. The Americans did not take over his boat, as the
Jaw allows, and the captain was given a fortnight in which
to pay the fine.
Happily, neither Moscow nor Washington has seen fit to
pay undue attention to the affair. This is a welcome change
from the tension which would almost certainly have been
whipped up over the affair a decade or so ago. It is almost
as if each recognized that, above all with the Vietnamese
war, there are enough other and bigger problems before the
two lands to make it best to side-step a squabble over a
trawler.
WE SHOULD LIKE to think that the deservedly popular
movie, "The Russians Are Coming," had something to do
with the mild way in which the Americans took the affair.
We presume that the Russian reaction was due to Moscow's
growing recognition that the Americans aren't coming.

-Christian Science Monitor

Letters
A GENTLE POEM
Dear Editor:
Gentle Thursday has come and
gone. It was met with mixed emotions, some warm, some hostile,
some indifferent. The important
thing, however, is that it was met.
I would like to say how I met it.
The world was born on a gentle
morning.
The sky was blue and the sun was
F"
bright.
People laughed and people sang,
People talked and people .smiled,
People were people
And they loved.
The world matured on a gentle

afternoon.
Winds but lingered and the clouds
passed by.
People blew bubbles from
dime-store bottles,
They flew kites and drew on the
sidewalks.
They still laughed and sang,
They still talked and smiled,
PeOple were people
And they loved.
The world rests now after a
gentle day.
It was born, matured, and faded
away.
Must the people do the same?
Frank Mangano

By LAWRIE H. NICKERSON
The C!)Jlegiate Pr~Jss Service

Chicago, students in each house
were allowed to submit their (>Wn
cudews, to the Dean of Students
for approval.
Some of UC's houses reque!;ted
exten:;;ion of hours by 330 per cent
apd, in one instance, complete
abolition of curfew.
The orderly changes in housing
regulations at UCLA aJtd Chi·
eago are in sharp contrast t!) ac•
tion by students at Sanford University. Irate Stanford dormitory
residents organized a ten-day
postponement of rent payments
in support of off-campus housing
for women.
The rent strike was considered

a success by participants, although no action has been taken
by university officials. Stanford
President Wallace Sterling said
he would prepare an interim report for the Board of Trustees
"as soon as possible." He added,
however, that "it may not be
feasible ... to reach any decision
on this matter for ~:~everal
mdnths.''
Women students at Duke University have been allowed a 2
a.m. curfew by the administration, while freshman women at
the University of Oklahoma are
struggling for a 10 p.m. permis-

WASHINGTON, D.C.-Women
students are succeeding in gaining the same social privileges
that men have long enjoyed, as
college administrators do away
with long-standing dormitory
regulations.
The most recent rules upheaval,
at the University of Alabama,
permits women students with
:Parental approval, free visitation peJ"mission.
sionThe old visitation rules, which
ended on March 1, forbade women to enter men's apartments
under any circumstances. But
pressure to change the policy beDraw A Hemline We
gan as early as · 1958 when the
Associated
Women
Students
A WS first submitted an appeal
Can Stand On
to the university president. A WS
completed a survey of 39 !!UrBy ARTHUR HOPPE
rounding schools, similar to the
Satt li'tancis~o Chroniel6
univeTsity in size, which revealed
that most of ·the schools studied
had liberal visitation policies.
Changes are not limited to one
Young ladies have taken to wearing shorter skirts to school. This
section of the country. The Uni· has created some mild reaction around the country, such as suspenversity of Washington has an· sions, expulsions, court suits and emergency school board meetings.
nounced its decision to eliminate
Most school boards have faced the crisis gamely by passing
imposed women's hours and sub· Tules that a young lady's skirt must be no higher than, say, 3.63
stitute a policy of aJlowing stu· centimeters above the. upper edge of the patella while standing at
dents to vote (In their own hours. parade re!!t.
At the University of California
The reason invariably given is that hemlines more than, say, 3.63
at Los Angeles women students centimeters above the knee "distract other students from their studies;''
under 21 have been freed from
Distract! That's a euphemism. All too vividly 1 remember how it was
curfew regulations. The decision in my day. Of course, in my day skirts were a little longer, say about
was endorsed by the Associate 3.63 centimeters below the knee. You can imagine how it was that
Dean of Students Housing, Wil- unforgettable morning when Miss Flossie Pettibone showed up in
liam Locklear, who said that microbiology 1-A wearing a skirt clearly only 3.62 centimeters below
previous university policy was in- her knee.
consistent with the school's stateI and several other straight-A studenhl were gathered at the time
ment to entering students that around the little cyclotron we'd made in shop, doing our be!!t to unlock
the secrets of the atom.
they will be tt'eated as adults.
"Heavenly days!" cried Bill, suddenly turning pale and clutching
In a similar decision by administTators at the University of his throat. And with that lie collapsed unconscious to the ftoQr.
"Careful, gang," I "Said cooly, fiddling with t'h;~' dials of our cyclotron, "we may have unlocked a poisonous secret. '
"No," gasped AI, pointing behind me. "It's Flossie's sk-sk-skirt." And
with a shudder he hid his face to the wall.
Just as we turned, as ill-luck would have it, Miss Pettibone flounced
into her seat. It was George, always a steady man in an emergency,
who saw it.
"I saw it," he said in a zombie·like voice, his eyes glassy, the chords
The Delta Sigma Phi national
fraternity, in cooperation with standing out on his neck.
the Inter-Fraternity Council and --"Saw what, George?" we beseeched him as we slapped his cheeks
the University administration, and chafed his wrists. "Tell us, man.''
"Her," George said, "knee.''
will reactivate its Alpha Xi chapWe stood there stunned. It was little Edwin, an unworldly child,
ter on the UNM campus this
who broke the silence. "What's a knee?" he said.
spring.
I sturggled for my mortal aoul. I lost. 1'George/' I said, licking my
The fraternity is presently or- lips, "what did it look like?"
ganizing interested men who are
"Well/' said GMrge, regaining control with a tremendous effort, "it
invited to leave their names and was sort of round and kind of knobby and it was (here he paused for
addresses with Associate Dean effect) dimpled!''
Fred Reagan in Room 157 of the
''Dimpled? Aaaggghhh !" sCimeone screemed in the confusion. Chairs
Administration Building.
were overturned, the atom smasher smashed. Nor will J ever forget
Delta Sigma Phi has its na- the shrieks of our Principal, poor Miss Heffelwaite, when the Boys•
tional headquarters in Denver, Forensic Society discovered her hiding in the broom closet.
Colorado, and has 96 chapters
Since then, of course, it has been steadily downhill for us once-proud
and 16 colonies active across the youth. From voyeurism it is but a step to opium addiction and felonious
United States and Canada. Jerry mopery. Yet still hemlines cTeep upward.
Baltar, assistant to the executive
How odd it is, I sometimes think in my degraded dreams, that every
secretary of the national head- time an embattled school board yields a centimeter, young ladies
quarters, 'Will be on campus aiter demand an inch.
the Easter recess to organize the
"Fight on, embattled school boards," I can only croak encouragingly,
group.
"the end is not yet in sight,"

(JJ)Jtlt iiAN Jt®JJHE

Delta Sigs Schedule
Spring Reinstallment
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·''Under the Volcano"

by
JOE PAGE
"Under the Volcano," by Malcolm Lowry; Signet paperback 95
cents; 406 pp. (1947). (This book
available at and supplied for re•
view by the Union bookstore).

er; a journalist, younger. His
remoteness from Spain dashes
with the desire to fight for the
Republicans. A little of each one
in three, and vice-versa, an ex•
tended chracterization. They are
slung together in a common loop,
an unholly triad. N !)t without
some moments of peace, short·
lived, the alternative again. And
humor as well, but often like the
man on the banana peel ..• who
breaks his skull.
The style is handled in a way
best termed· cinematic-the nat'rative shifting, like the use of
camera. Flashbacks and fades ac··
complish an expansion outside the
day; the three are sketched in
from youth, their experience and
proximity. And it all slowly
tightens back to The Day, the end.
The effect is a reverse prism, the
colors converging into one hot
beam of light. Portent, sign, warning are eveTywhl!re: symbol and
metaphor at work, but with no
awkwardness; again, highly visual, the senses engaged. Mexico
holds it all.
Popocatepetl, Ixtaccihuatl-the
two volcanoes rearing above the
action; the land, cruel and lush;
the people, engaged in an annual
fiesta: the Day of The Dead-eating chocolate skulls, bones of
bTead. A carnival, the cantinas,
dark and menacing, the Consul's
refuge, and Tack. His death? You
find out.
It has to do with a malady of
Mexico in the late 1930's-a police force, Fascist, like Spain's
Falange. But the hub, the center,
is always Firmin. A consciousness
lacerated; deep, bared-a man
who courts his doom with eager•
ness and disgust. A long fall for
Firmin, a fine, intricate novel-it
is a blow, a shock, reading it.
Volcano is the only LoWTY I
have read. There is much more;
he seem!! a neglected power in
the 20th century (died in 1957).
His poems, letters, and early
novels have been published and
studied. Read him-he deserve!!
more than the scholar's glass and
pin.

The Time: November, 1938. The
Place: Mexico (Tendered as Quauhnahuac, Parian). The Man: Geoffrey Firmin, flawed. Tragedy?
Under The Volcano by Malcolm
Lowry delineates inevitably, the
last 24 bout's of Firmin (anagram?,) one day before death. He
is British, an ex.Consul, an alcoholic. His descent through drink to
PuTgatory (see the good intToduction by Stephen Spender) has
weight and pressure; it is tragic,
inexorable.
The dipsomania ia vivid, strong,
brings us to Fermin's quick. The
demons? Tequilla and mescal (remember the American Indian and
the white-man's "firewater?" a
sort of reversal here.) The Consul
is a number 1 drunk, with sobriety
and the crawls separated by a thin
line. He hallucinates, has visions,
yet is lucid, profound. A kindled
agony uf self-awareness is .his
torture. Lowry puts this condition
down as does no other writer I
have read. This affiiction is disease, voracious; his craving is
hypnotic-one gets high off the
page. This depiction is Lowry's
power; to draw one into it. We see
the culture in the washbasin and
our limbs shake like palsy.
But the alcohol is not enough
for the tJ'agic sllnse. The issue is
the Consul's stature and its disintegration. There is brilliance and
potential snull'ed out, the force
working from without and within.
First: it is the world, the time,
"out of joint." The Spanish Civil
War is on, the Big One around
the corner. Malaise, l!)neliness,
doubt now g.-ow eve.-ywhere.
Firmin is a reflection, as Spender has it, of the crack-up: "His
neurosis becomes diagnosis, not
just of himself, but a phase of
history. It is justified artistically
because neurosis, seen not just as
one man's case history. but within
the context of a wider light, is the
dial of the instrument that records the effects of a particular
stage of civilization upon a civilized individual ••. " Man and the
world sounds pat here; it is not a
Lowry.
Mr. Stanley D. Brown, presiFrom within: alienation, with- dent of Phi Delta Fraternity's
drawal and, the worst, a fear of General Council, 'Will be the keylove. Watch for Nose puede vivir note speaker at the Greek Week
sin amor, one cannot live with- Awards Banquet to be held in the
love, as it slips in an out of the Union Ballroom Sunday evening.
narrative-a sign, a thought. With
On his way back to California
the Consul on his last day, his ex- after a trip through New Engwife Yvonne-an alternative to land, where he has been speaking
his solitude, his ruin, but she can• on various campuses about the
not get through to him. He can- Greek System, Mr. Brown will be
not, will not, respond to her love. stopping in Albuquerque expressThe Consul has lashed himself ly for this event. Mr. Brown's
into the confines of his fretted speech to the Greeks 'Will carry
soul. Another figure joined with the theme of GTeek Week, 'Prothem: llugb, Firmin's half-broth_·_...:g:...r_e_ss_T_h_ro_u..:.g:..h_U_n_i..:.ty:..·_'---~

Brown Keynof es

Awards Banquet

Know Where You•re Going?
If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •••
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Only Three Reserves Used
The only other Lobos to see
action were Steve Shropshil'e and
Ken Fishel'. Shropshire came into
spell Monroe in the first half
when Ben had three fouls. Fisher
came on the court briefly when
SanfoTd collided with Nelson late
in the game and had the 'Wind
knocked out. Sanford returned to
action in less than a minute.
If any student wants tickets
fot' Tuesday night's contest at 7
p.m, EST, he should wire Tow
Diehm at Laew's Midtown Motor
Inn in New Work.

Application Date
Set for Blue Key
Applications ior Blue Key,
honorary ior senior men at UNM,
are due April 11 at the office of
Howard Mathany, dean of men.
Junior men with noteworthy
records of service, scholarship
and activities are eligible, Lanny
Rominger, Blue Key president,
noted. Men selected will be announced at the Honors Assembly
May 4.

Rodeo

Any interested students are invited to the .Rodeo Club meeting
Wednesday in the Union. Final
plans for the March 18 picnic
will be discussed, and members
will take suggestions for a prac•
tiee rodeo.

Wont fa set o career objective of

$25,000
or more

in annual income?
This is a realistic goal for
any man entering Grant's
Management Training Program.

Starting

salaries

from $.500 to $565 per

Who's next, "imperator?''

We are a rapidly expanding billion dollar retail
chain of aver 100 storeswith a reputation for paying top incomes.
Ask your Placement Direc·
tor for a copy of our brochure-and sign up for an
interview

·-::.._.

"'. :-: ·' C0 LLEGE CAREER

Save on 100-year subscdptiorts

(Continued from page 1)
under control most of the way.
He calmly paired 'With Nel~on to
bring New Mexico through the
full court press that Syt'acuse
used most of the game.
Morgan had one of his better
games offensively, scoring 15
points-many of them on rebound
tip-ins. He also gr~bbed 16 important rebounds, Ben Monroe
tallied nine points-hitting three
of 20 from the floor and three of
six at the charity line.
Ben has scored only 10 ·points
in the last three games after hitting for 41 in New Me:ldco's
romp of Brigham Young.

month.

La Dolce Vita-by Frank Jacome

Wanna bet, malt boy?
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265-8288

Thursday
March 16th
L. N. Block

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

W. T. Gr~nt Co.

Margherlta M. Henning, Ph.D.

1441 BroadwayN.Y.C.

~

Reade's A & W ROOT BEER

4

DRIVE-IN
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Mama Burger ........ , 35c Baby Burger . . . . . . . . . . 20c
Papa Burger .... , .. , , , 50c Teen Burger . . . . . . . . . . . 45c

Try them in a Basket with Fries or Onion Rings

•

~ Orders To Go

Phone 256-1118

3627 Monte Vista NE
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FAST-GROWING ELECTRONICS FIRM

GULTON INDUSTRIES

4

WILL BE INTERVIEWING AT THE
PLACEMENT BUREAU ON 17 MARCH

ELECTRICAL &MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

4

for position in Albuquerque with our

:

DATA SYSTEM DIVISION
15000 CENTRAL SE
299-7601

4
~

.
4

4

Call Ray Mechenbier, Personnel Manager,
for Company information and benefits.
An Equol Opporhlnity Employer
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ing a ~tudy of ''The Earth!Y Paradise " the longest poem m English: Other of his articles on Victorian· literature have appeared

Professor Publishes
On Victorian Period

in "The Dickensian," published in
London and "The CEA Criti;,''
published by the College English
Association.

Too Busy for

Why Not

your Laundry?

Bring It To

'

I

NEW MEXlCO LOBO

lll LAUNDRY &DRY
CLEANING SERVICE

'·

MEET TOM HALL

Under New Ownership
· 24 Hr. Service when Requested

e

Shirts Finished
To Please You
'

j

"If

.

your clothes are becoming to

All Types of
Dry Cleaning
yo~.

they should

be coming to ·us/1

111 Harvard SE

.
1
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CAN STAY

THE RIGHTEOUS. BROTHERS, Bill Medley (left) and Bobby
Hatfield will perform here March 31 in a special concert sponsored b; the University Pop Series. The Union ticket booth and
the Concert Hall box office are currently selling tickets. Th~ P!lrformance will begin at 8 p.m. in Johnson Gym. Student admJssJon
is $1.50 and general admission is $3.50.

ON TOP

OF YOUR

He's a college
baseball player

Tickets Now on Sale

U Pop Series to Sponsor

~ith BARNES & NO.BL.E COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

Righteous Brothers l-lere

••• the original paperbacks Keyed to Your Texts

campus." Gattas expressed the
hope that the concert will be well
attended.
If the response to the appearance is g()()d, Gattas said, other
popular groups may appear here
this year.
The Righteous Brothers have
been described as clean-cut Caucasians with the ability to sing
Negro blues. Their varied program includes duets and solos as
well as easy patter with the audience, concentrating on trying to
upstage each other.
The Brothers usually perform
with a four-man horn group, six
string instruments, a guitar, bass,
A recent innovation, the tele- traps, and piano.
The concert is sponsored by the
conference, is being put to use by
UNM cultural committee as part
UNM College of Education.
Tele-conferences are confer- of the University Pop Series.
ences conducted over long-dist- Tickets will be sold this week and
ance telephone lines, using special at the door before the concert.
equipment, bringing togeth';r Student price is $1.50 and general
admission is $3.50.
ideas of persons separated m
many cases by thousands of miles.
The UNM conferences have
been between faculty members
and students at UNM and noted
educational experts in other parts
of the country.
One
recent tele-conference
brought together a group of Ecuadorean elementary textbook
writers being trained by UNM,
and officials of the American Association for the Advancement. of
Science in Washington, D.C. 'fhis
conference was in Spanish.

The Righteous Brothers, Bill
Medley and Bobby Hatfield, will
perform in a special concert at
Johnson Gym on March 31 at 8
p.m. Tickets are now on sale at
the Union ticket booth and the
Concert Hall box office.
UNM Activities Director Ken
Gattas said this week that "the
Righteous Brothers are one of the
most talented and popular groups
we have ever invited to the UNM

UNM Conferences
Made by Telephone

All PHASES OF AEROSPACE ACTIVITY
Focus On

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA
• Research

• Missile launching

•

• Space Exploration

Development

CAMPUS JNTE:RVIEWS ON MARCH 15 FOR
e ENGINEERS
• PHYSICISTS
e MATHEMATICIANS
• SCIENTISTS
Contctct Your Placement Office Immediately

For Interviews

iom Hall Is Just another guy that likes to play
baseball more than most. Since he's working his
way through college, he doesn't have much time
left to study. Maylle even less than you. That's
why Tom enrolled in our Reading Class.

,•.·:· •.'

by 2 unique cross-reference charts

~----------~--~~
1. A Tabulated Bibliography of Standard
Textbooks indicates pages in the Outline
that summarize appropriate chapters in
each text.

respond to topics covered in chaptc •
of the Outline.

ANTHROPOLOGY
ART

BUSINESS

DRAMA

ECONOMICS
EDUPATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

GOVERNMENT

HISTORY
LANGUAGES
LITERATURE

·

MATHEMATICS
MUSIC

SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY

PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY

SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

ON DISPLAY AT

pssociated stu~ents boo~t~r~
It you're "16-22 you con be o Young
Ambassador. Tell the people you meet
about America while traveling in the
friendliest way, via bicycle and train,
staying in Youth Hostels os unique as
a choteau, as simple as o university
dormitory. Travel in smell co-ed
groups with o trained American Youth
Hostels leader as chaperon who'll
take you to famous and untauristy places.
You'll gat a travel wardrobe from
Lady Wrangler's or Mr. Wrangler's
Young Ambassadors Colleclion and
you'll be supplied with a bike and
saddlebags.
Go ta the store neorcst you that
sells lady Wrangler or Mr. Wrangler
Sportswear. look for the Young Ambos·
sadors Collcclion and gel your opplica·
han form. Scholorship applications
~Jose

fvl'!y}J967:- ~-~ ... -·~·

lady Wrongler Sportswear, 1407
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018.
Mr. Wrangler Menswear, 350 Filth
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001.

h

\

••

Tom Hall is not a mental freak, nor is he a natur·
ally fast reader. He leirned this revolutionary
tech~it)ue of rapid reading at tho Evelyn Wood
Read1ng Dynamics Institute. He is one of morr
than 250,000 graduates in the United States.
You may not learn to read quite as fast u Tom
Hall (and than again you might). But the nation•
ally known Reading Dynamics Institute guarantees
that you'll at least triple your reading speed witlr
good comprehension • • • or receive a full tuition
refund. Just to show that Tom Hall is not unique,
hera are the beginning and ending speeds of recen•
graduates in this region:

,.

Improvement by typical Albuquerque
graduates in words per minute
M. Chaplin, Business Analyst
Deanne Davis, Student
Wilfred Rondeau, Self employed
Thomos Snyder, Student
linda Strohmeyer, Student
Donald Bishop, Student
Dole Ballamah, Builder
C. R. Jenkins, Research Technician
H. (;. Koegle, Engineer
Wm. F'. Howell, Psysftist
Irene Bennelt, Nurse
Chris Weiss, cngiMer
Thomas Bridges, Teacher
Claude Parkhill, Minister
John VVard, Student
C. J. Brasher, Newspaper
Basil Pauls, Ertgineer
Kirsten Anderson, Student
l:~rl Born, Dept, of Agritullure
Gabriel Contreras, Sp. Ed. Teacher
R.

1st

8th

283
370
503
448
265
182
238

1181
·1331
2600
5000
2700
2000

250

1780
1200
1136

289
325

1500

186
17.5
218
300
190
260
306
295

1610
6400
1070
1050
1243
1020
1021
1000
1363

183

' Evelyn

5tl-43ZO

IY

ALBli~UERQUB

201 Da moutfl Drf,
N,E,, 26$-6761

5:00 and 7:30p.m.

UNM STUDENT UNION
Room250C

• You will sea a Reading Oynamlcs graduate nad
at amazing speeds from a •oolc lie lias n1ver
seen •efore and thin tell In detail wllat lie
has read.
• You will set a documented fll• fllat lnoludes
actual interviews with Washlntfon's Conanss·
men who have taken flit course,
• You will learn how we 11111 ltefp yoa to fastlr
reading, with Improved compreflenalon, 1n1ttr
recall,
Evelyn Wood

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
207 Dartmouth Ne

Albuquerque, N.M.
Phone 265-6761
CLASSES START:
Thursday, March 16 7-10 P.M.
Saturday, March 18 9•12 NOON
Monday, March 20 4-7 P.M. and 7-10 P.M.
20'1 Dartmouth NE

11

You read five times faster," sha pointed out, net
•Y reading livery fifth W!!r!!; l!!!t by ruding five.
times as lnany words In tile same 1111o1nt of
Mrs. Wood emphaslled that using her technl,ue
of rapid reading, avery word on the page Is noted,

fl••·

WICHtrA

OMAHA

ao~ctnlrtl
1374

11~;.1~51.

Of'1tVI!It
157.
5 trmatl
292·14PS

CO~ SP,t!ING$

LINCOLN
12t N. 111•
431·1175

rl~i COLLINS
41CIN1Yirrt
4-tDt

I

ACHIEVEMENT WARRANTY

t'"'
...,..,WTra
~~tJ"\' to •r '"dont wh• .,t., com•''l'"• mill- crus Hf ••
,...::,::21~ ~t":::r.:f:, ~·=:,,:~.AL•t• ,...,., lfflcr-. as

WLE"A's'Ttr•3ntt"r to rnc
reose.
reo1dlag elflclonc; ot ucrl
IIIII WI 111 1110~ -fttRSIDII. Wt trill Nflllld 11M

············--·-························I
MAIL COUPON TODAY TOa

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
3701 Brot

Monday, March 13 and
Tuesday, March 14

At a recent teacher training conference, Mrs. Wood
emphasized that dynamic reading Is nothing like
the skimming facr-.nlques commonly used fn speed
reading courses. She said, "Skipping words is
dangerous, as you don't know whether or not you
have skipped a word which could change the
whole meaning of the $antance.

Wood

KANSAS~TY

Albuquerque

Comprehension is sfrAssed

576

430

SEE
FREE
DEMONSTRATIONS

Evelyn Wood first ollstned dynamic re1dlng I 1
years ago when a professor at the University of
Utah read her term paper at an amazing &,000
wards per minute. Mrs. Wood's curiosity caused
htr to look tor other exceptional r11ders, and over
the next few years she found 50 people who could
read faster ihan I,500 words par minute, with line
comprehension, outstanding riCall and great raad·
ing utfsfactlon. She was now sure It was possUtle
to read faster titan. anyone llad tllougllt, ••t the
•uestlon ol how was not yet an1wer~Jt. It took 1
Yllrs of toll and research, welting wltiJ naturally
fast ruders before sht began to find tile answers.
Eventually she developed a techni,ue wherefly
tha average student was ..,e to learn to ffad 3.
to I 0 times faster. She taught her mtlhod at the
University of Utah 1or three years, refining it ev1n
more. Further studies were conducted at the Uni·
varsity of Delaware, and the first reading DY·
namics Institute was opened in Washington, D. C.
in September, 1959. Since that time instit11tes
have been opened in 67 cities thraugholtt the
country, and national enrollment for the course
has tapped 250,000,

How that the course is over, Tom Is still no egg.
head-or professor, Baseball's still his first love.
But there Is one difference-Tom now reads to
times faster, He finishes his work before It
finishes him! And he's still eligible for the team

L---------------------~!

Over 100 titles on the folfowing subjects:

Utah school teacher discovers technique of
dynamic reading,

Tom admits that for eight weeks his schedule was
worse than usual, his baseball was at stake, Wom·
en j111t had to walt!

~----------~~---:
2. A Quick-Reference Table indicates pages
in various standard textbooks that cor-

He can read 2,500 words
a minute

s,

5,6-35

~DI

1:11elyr1 Woad Reading Dynamics Institute, Dept. L-3-8~·
207 Dartmouth NE, Albuquerque, N.M.
Jllaose -.cf cltscrJptJy• foldft'.
.
.

11111er ........._ _. IW

I •llclentaltCI tl!at 1· •

10 salflllllltl will call.
.

.
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1
I

1
I

Ranta •••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • •
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U.S. Government Career Employment
e (;enerous Retirement

e Liberal Vacations

Equal Opportunlf)> Employer-Male or female
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PETE

KENDALL

OUR MEN
AT THE
NIT

Don't Dare Go Home7
(better go to Henrys)

Frigid Wolfpack
Gets Be96~~;by
KnightsI {i6~·;i2i·60
,._,
.

Chicken Dinner 79¢
6 Pieces

$1.49

9 Pieces

$2.19

12 Pieces . . . . . . . . . $2.89

REINHEARDT

15 Pieces . . . . . . . . . . $3.64
with french frle5

(Continued from page 1)
career ~oints and boasts a free
throw percentage of .930 to lead
'!;he nation in that category.
Rutgers Stayed With Aggies
Rutgers ran a great deal
against Utah State with all of
the shooting coming from the outl!ide. Surpri!fingly enough, the
small Rutgers bunch stayed with
the Aggies on the boards which
made a big difference in the outcome of the game.
New Mexico, with Mel Daniels and Bill Morgan up front,
expects to control the boards by
a big margin. Rutgers gives up
approximately three inches per
man to the Lobos, and even the
hot shooting of Lloyd isn't expected to make u:p the difference.
Rutgers Not Expected To Be
Match
While Rutgers isn't expected
to be any match for Coach Bob
King's Lobos, but the crowd could
be. Rutgers is located at New
Brunswick, New Jersey, which
is only 40 miles from downtown
New York.
Against Utah State the Jersey fans, as well as a large New
York contingent filed in to watch
the Scarlet Knights in their first
NIT appearance ever. They were
loud and somewhat unruly and
seemed to give Rutgers that safe
at-home feeling. Lloyd, as well
as Providence's great Jimmy
Walker, seem to be in the good
graces of Madison Square Garden officials.

!

I

tion, Marshall, who upset Villanova 70-68 in overtime, will meet
Nebraska in the first game. In
the nightcap tournament favorite Southern Illinois will meet

Atlantic Coast Conference runner-up Duke.
Duke drew a first round bye
and Southern Illinois won easily
over St. Peter's, 103-58.

298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., GG¢--4 tim.,., $2.00. ~tlon•
must be •ubmitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student PubllcatiOtlJI Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

Open II a.m.- I I p.m.

News Roundup uv.~73 Q\v7 v-

us,

k
I'

Continued expansion
of our military and commercial business

FOR RENT.
EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 block west ot
UNM, $79.60 to $8G.CO all utllltleo paid.
Some with improvcrnenta. Furnlt!hed, ol!etreet parking, Call Sam Cooper, 2668671, ev.,.. 842-8280. Calrd•Norrla Realty.
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE apartment. 2 bedroom, new tnrnlt!hinge, i!lllcleney kitchen. A11 utllltl.,. In·
eluded. Call Sam Cooper, 265-8671, ev.,.
842·8280. Calrd~Norrla Realtv. 2/6, 9, 10:

As you contemplate one ofthe most important decisions
of your life, we suggest you consider career opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. like most everyone
else, we offer all of the usual "fringe" benefits, including our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more Important to you and your future, Is the wlde·open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record
of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology,

SERVICES
CLEAN, oil and adjust J>Ortable type'Wrlters $9.00, . Electric $12.50, Standard
$11.00. Special for UNM Studenta. Free
pick up & delivery. E .t E Typewriter
Service, 2217 Coal SE. Phone 243·0688.
!<'LIGHT Instruction. $12.50 per h~. Dual

instruction In a Cherokee 180. Plume
3/9, 10, 13, 15.

842-1!635.

LOST

And make no mistake about It ••• you'll get a solid
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nation's economic growth and to its national defense
as well,

For further Information concerning a career with Pratt

& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

LOST: Squuh &r-om Necklaee. On Satunta:r, -March 4. Unlvenltv Arena area.
Reward offered. Phone 344-1846.
8/9, 10, 13, IG.
LOST&FOUND

t.OST: Our Pet. Small female Beagle.
'l'rlOO!orl!d-black, white, and tan. Mias-

.,•

ing approxirbalcly three we<ks. UNM
area. Rewar!l olfered. Phono 242·6662,
8/13, 1G, 16.

Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft-where technical careers offer
exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting stability-where engineers and scientists are recognized as
the major reason for the Company's continued success.

oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGI·
CAL ENGINEERING • ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS, CERAMICS,_ PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS.

SPECIALISTS IN PoWER • •• POWER FOR PRoPULSIONPOWER FOR AlJXILfARY SYstEMS. CURRENT UnLIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFt MISSILES
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUstRIAL APPLICATIONs:

Pratt & Whitney Rlrcraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HAliTFORI:l, CONNEC'TICUT

....

6

michael, has been classified 4-F
by his Selective Service board in
New York City. The 25-year-old
Negro leader had said he would
not serve if drafted but he is
virtually exempted from military
duty by the classification.

--o- '"'·' ·Mrs. Johnson on Tour
ASHEVILLE, N.C.-Mrs. Lyndon Johnson was in the tiny
mountain hamlet of C a n a d a
Township, North Carolina, yesterday to inspect the National
Teachers Corps progress in educating mountain children. Mrs.
Johnson is making a three-state

Spring Enrollment Shows
Increase Over L'ast Year

for virtually every technical talent.

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHAN·
ICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures

By United Press International
GENEVA- The United States
and the Soviet Union have joined
together in an effort to get a nonproliferation treaty approved at
the 17-nation disarmament talks
in Geneva. In an unprecedented
move, the two nuclear powers
have pledged that nations renouncing nuclear weapons always
will be free to use atomic energy
for peaceful purposes.
Carmichael Classified 4-F
NEW YORK CITY-The head
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, Stokely Car-

FOR SALE
FOR BALE: '65 MGD blue Roadster, Wire
whcelo, radio. Like new. Going overscu.
Price $1790. Phone 242-8174.
3/9, 10, 13, 15.

/)f1-o•

~·.3M
Russ1a
ove For

--a-

provides openings

Listen to KUNM
WANT ADS

1916 Central SE

'3 7'1. 1'?9

Southern Illinois Favorite
In tonight's quarter final ac-

90.1 Mcs.

· across the street from campus

"A KAMPUS KAPER" was Phi Delta Theta's contribution to Monday night's stunt night which kept
Gr.eek Week ac.tivities on campus rolling. The Phi Delts captured first place in their divisi;n with their
skit. Alph~, Ch1 O~ega too~ first place in the w~?•e!i's divisi.on with their skit entitled "Belly up to the
Ba~, _Bqys, from The Unsmkable Molly Brown. S1gma Ch1 took second place in the fraternity competition, and Delta Gamma was second in the sorority competition. A total of 17 groups participated.
(LOBO photo by Pawley.)

Alums Appeared In Game
New Mexico has many fans in
this area and many alums showed
up for the game and practice sessions.
In Saturday's contest many
Providence fans stayed around
to see New Mexico whip Syracuse. The pep band stayed and
~layed for the UNM chaparrals
throughout the game and added
a lot to offset the large Syracuse
crowd.

'.

~

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

r'"l

i'h..

DIVISION 0,.. UNI'T'I:D

u
R"""

COArfo,

All Equal Opportunity Employtr
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Spring semester registration at
UNM this year showed a 6 per
cent gain over 1966-12,157 this
year compared with 11,476 a year
ago, J.C. MacGregor, Director of
Admissions and Registrar, re~
ported.
Male students at UNM outnumber women 7,420 to 4,737,
MacGregor noted.
UNM's spring enrollment by
colleges and schools is: University College, 4,137; Arts & Sciences, 2,032; Business Administration, 345; Education, 1,060;
Engineering, 548; Fine Arts, 376;
Nursing, 82; Pharmacy, Hi(};
Graduate School, 2,250; Law, 157;
Medicine, 66. Additionally, there
are 943 students in the non-dep-ree category.
126 Unclassified
MacGregor's report listed the
:following enrollments by class:
freshman, 2,6'18; sophomore, 2,730; junior, 1,685; senior, 1,460;
fifth year (pharmacy and archi·
tecture), 64; sixth year (architecture), 7. In addition, MacGtegor said, thel'e are 126 students
with unclassified status.
Most o:f the UNM students are
New Mexico residents-10,324 of
them. Of the remainder, 1,647
come from other states in the
United States, and 186 come from
territories and foreign nations.
California, with 282 students at
UNM, ranks second in place of
origin, followed by Texas, 163;
New York, 146; Illinois, 126; and
Colorado, 71.
Bernalillo J,eacler
MacGregor said the University
this spring is educating students
from every county in the state.

Bernalillo, of course leads the
list with 8,133 students. From
the other counties: Catron, 3;
Chaves, 117; Colfax, 52; Curry,
43; DeBaca, 6; Dona Ana, 68;
Eddy, 98; Grant, 34; Guadalupe,
13; Harding, 4; Hidalgo, 10; Lea,
70; Lincoln, 24; Los Alamos, 388.
Luna, 21; McKinley, 140;
Mora, 5; Otero, 152; Quay, 35;
Rio Arriba, '19; Roosevelt, 12;
Sandoval, 108; San Juan, 150;
San Miguel, 21; Santa Fe, 281;
Sierra, 10; Socorro, 22; Taos, 54;
Torrance, 26; Union, 11; and
Valencia, 134.

Treaty

tour on behalf of the President's
education programs.

--aHundreds Killed in China Riots
HONG KONG- News reports
in Hong Kong tell of a brawl in
the South China city of Canton
. . . a brawl in' which several
hundred persons were clubbed
and stoned to death. The battle
involved Chinese army troops sent
to take over factories where workers were on strike.
---o-Nixon Clubs Organized
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Dr.
Gaylord Parkinson, a California
physician, announced plans to organize "Nixon· for- President"
campaign clubs around the nation.
Richard Nixori gave tacit approval to the drive to win the 1968
Republican Presidential Nomination.

--oDeGaulle Postpones Reshuffle
PARIS -French President
Charles de Gaulle has decided to
postpone any cabinet reshuffle.
This despite the fact four of his
ministers were defeated in the
weekend elections.

--aEverybody on Time
HALESOWEN, Eng 1andBusinessman Frank Lewis is fed
up with lateness and absenteeism.
He told his employes that any! ody who came to work more than
three minutes late would be fired.
Everybody was on time todayfor the first time in years.

I
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By NOOLEY REINHARD''f" •
New York-New Mexico dropped its second straight NIT
quarterfinal game Tuesday night as upstart Rutgers upset
the highly regarded Lobos 65 to 60 at Madison Squmte
Garden.
New Mexico shot a cold 35 per cent from the floor compared to Rutgers' 52 per cent.
New Mexico attempted 27 more shots than did the Scarlet
Knights, but just couldn't
find the range. The Lobos
fired off 77 attempts while
holding Rutgers to 50.
All-American guard Bobby
Lloyd proved his potential
as he scored 23 points. With

Tuition Increase
Is Recommended

By BOB STOREY
A $30-a-semester tuition increase for resident students and
a $60-a-semester increase for nonresidents in the state's colleges
and universities was recommended
Monday by the House Appropriations Committee of the New Mexico Legislature.
The tuition increases, expected
to provide $1.8 million in additional income. are required by
House Bill 300 adopted by the
Appropriations Committee and
submitted to the House today.
Bill Introduced
"The bill was developed by the
House Appropriations Committee
and representatives of both the
Senate Finance Committee and
the State Board of Educational
Finance. It will be introduced in
the House today," said Dr. Bill
McConnell, executive secretary of
the BEF.
"The bill is a compromise
worked out to provide money for
a $4.3 million increase in higher
educational spending recommended by the BEF," McConnell said.
"Instead of getting the entire
increase from the state's general
fund, $2.5 million will come from
the fund and $1.8 million will
come from tuition increases," he
said.
Tuition Debated
"There was considerable debate
in the committee on the subject
of tuition increases. They voted
almost unanimously for the increase," McConnell said.
The compromise was reached to
k"?ep the $4.3 million increase recommended by the BEF. Edward
Hartman, Governor Cargo's financial director, had recommended a $1.6 million increase which
was rejected by the state's universities. Representatives · of the
schools asserted that the increase
was not enough to both maintain
existing programs and expand.
Difference Emphasized
McConnell emphasized the difference between tuition for state
institutions, which is set by the
legislature, and fees charged by
(Continued On Page 5)

14 of them coming in the second
half. Teammate Jim Valvano added 14 to help spark the Scarlet
Kni)!hts to their second straight
NIT upset. They beat Western
powerhouse Utah State by 2
points in an opening round game
Saturday.
New Mexico's coach Bob King
said, "We didn't shoot well enough
to win. We have shot better but
we're not a great shooting team.
"We didn't get enough boards to
offs~t their shooting."
New Mexico's All-American Mel
Daniels said that shooting made
the difference in the ballgame.
"We got the shots, but the ball
just didn't fall in for us." He added that Lloyd is as good a college guard as he has ever lleen.
Lloyd had nothing but praise
for the 6-foot-9-inch Daniels. "He
is a true All-American," Lloyd
said, "He is really a great player.
He never hollers at his teammates
or asks for the ball to shoot. He
just plays a great game."
The Lobos led early in the game
on baskets by Ben Monroe and
Ron Nelson. It looked as thou~h
Monroe would shake off the jinx
he has had since scoring 41 points
against Brigham Young, but
again!Jt Rutgers he tallied 14
points hitting only 7 of 28 tries.
Nelson matched his point total
of 15 points that he had in the
opening round game that found
the Lobos dumping Syracuse 66
to 64. King thought that Nelson
did a good job on Lloyd and Lloyd
agreed that Nelson had done his
job well.
New Mexico trailed 31 to 25
{Continued On Page 8)

THUNDERBIRD
The THUNDERBIRD, UNM
literary magazine, is now ac~
cepting contributions for its
spring issue. The deadline is
Monday, March 20. Any mat-rial may be taken to the English office in Bandelier Hall,
the THUNDERBIRD office in
th2 journalism buildinl', or the
art department office.

UNM Aids Latin American Education
UNM, through its internships
in Latin American Education
Program, is playing a vital role
in the development of educational
planning in Latin America. The
program is under the leadership
of Chester C. Travelstead, Dean
of the College of Education, and
Hershey Julien, Associate Project Director.
The program was initiated by
f.ormer academic vice-president
Harold L. Enarson early in 1965.
Einarsmt had been on loan f1•om
UNM to the Agency for International Development in Washington, D.C. when he became awa1·e
of tho drastic shortage in the
United States of educators with
Latin American experience .
S!Jeeial Grant
The Ford Foundation awarded

UNM a special grant in 1965 to
finance the Internships Program
and since then, UNM has been the
administrative center for its continued operation,
When Ena1•son left UNM to assume the presidency of Cleveland
State University in 1966, Dean
Travelstead took over direction
of the program. The main objective of the project was to pl'epare
qualified men to serve in educationlil planning in Latin Amel'ica
with agencies such as AID, UNESCO, and in !lOme cases Latin
American governments.
First Went to Brazil
The first class of interns went
irto the field in the summer of
1.965 with assignments in Venl'ZUela, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Brizil, and by special t•equest,

Malawi, Africa. Aftel' a year's
work, five of the original 11 man
contigent returned to the United
States, £our to resume doctoral
studies and one to teach. The
other five are remaining at their
posts for longer terms of service.
The interns participating in the
program are under the supervision o£ the UNM staff and faculty. Each intern is directly employed by the, University and is
classed as a Research Associate.
Rough Orientation
Interns are limited to a 1 or 2
year term o£ service and are paid
$600 per month plus travel expenses for. themselves and their
aapendents, modest housing allowances, and UNM health and
life insumnce benefits. Interns
go through rigorous orientation
procedures before being assigned
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to a foreign country.
Julien said that the Ford Foundation grant was only for ~
classes o£ interns and since the
second class is presently in the
field, the program is in a close
~own phase.
Possible Renewal
However, the directors of the
program are presently studying
the possibility of having the program refinanced by the Ford
Foundation or the Federal Government.
Professor Frank Angel of the
College of Education nnd Profes·
sor Marshall Nason, Director of
Latin American Language and
Study Center at tJNM, visited
inte1•ns in Venezuela, Colombia,
Mexico, and Ecuador last January and February. Julien will
visit interns
in Brazil
.
. next month,
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